
New Lititz DVDs and Bluray as of September
9/9/2019

CALL # TITLE CAST RATING DESCRIPTION

BLURAY ANGRY The angry birds movie  

Jason Sudeikis, Josh 

Gad, PG

On an island populated (almost) entirely by happy, flightless birds, Red, a bird with a temper 

problem, speedy Chuck, and the volatile Bomb have always been outsiders. But when the 

island is visited by mysterious green piggies, it's up to these unlikely outcasts to figure out 

what the pigs are up to.

BLURAY BOSS The boss  

Melissa McCarthy, 

Kristen Bell 14A

Michelle Darnell, a titan of industry, is sent to prison after she's caught for insider trading. 

When she emerges ready to rebrand herself as America's latest sweetheart, not everyone 

she screwed over is so quick to forgive and forget.

BLURAY DOGS A dog's journey  

Marg Helgenberger, 

Betty Gilpin PG

In the sequel to the heartwarming global hit A Dog's Purpose, beloved dog Bailey finds his 

new destiny and forms an unbreakable bond that will lead him, and the people he loves, to 

places they never imagined.

BLURAY DUMBO Dumbo  

Colin Farrell, 

Michael Keaton PG

Circus owner Max Medici enlists former star Holt Farrier and his children to care for a 

newborn elephant whose oversized ears make him a laughingstock in an already struggling 

circus. 

BLURAY HOW 

HIDDEN

How to train your 

dragon.

Cate Blanchett, 

Gerard Butler PG

When the sudden appearance of a female of Toothless' kind coincides with the darkest 

threat their village has ever faced, man and dragon must leave the only home they've 

known, and journey to a hidden world thought only to exist in myth.

BLURAY INTERN The internship  

Vince Vaughn, Owen 

Wilson PG-13

Trying to reboot their obsolete careers, old-school salesmen Billy and Nick talk their way into 

an internship program at the state-of-the-art Google campus, vying for a handful of spots 

among tech-savvy college students who are half their age and twice as smart.

BLURAY LEGO 2 The LEGO movie 2 :

Chris Pratt, 

Elizabeth Banks PG Citizens of Bricksburg face a threat from Lego Duplo invaders.

BLURAY NINE Nine lives  

Kevin Spacey, 

Jennifer Garner PG

Tom Brand is a billionaire builder of skyscrapers who treats his employees like crap and 

neglects his family. After visiting an unusual pet store to buy a cat for his daugher an 

accident puts Brand in a coma and traps him inside the body of the cat.

BLURAY POMS Poms  

Diane Keaton, Jacki 

Weaver PG-13

It is an uplifting comedy about Martha, a woman who moves into a retirement community 

and starts a cheerleading squad with her fellow residents, Sheryl, Olive, and Alice, proving 

that it's never too late to follow their dreams.

Bluray
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BLURAY UGLY UglyDolls  

Kelly Clarkson, 

Janelle Monae PG

In the town of Uglyville, weird is celebrated, and beauty is embraced as more than simply 

meets the eye. Moxy's curiosity about all things leads her to wonder what is on the other 

side of the mountain and she sets off to find out.

DVD BROADC 

SEASON 3 Broadchurch.

David Tennant, 

Olivia Colman TV-MA

There is a bold, new crime story, which forces residents to ask themselves whether the town 

has a crack running through it caused by Danny Latimer's death.  The central characters must 

contend with this possibility as they battle to make hope, friendship, and love triumph over 

fear and suspicion.

DVD ENDEAV 

SEASON 6 Endeavour.

Shaun Evans, Roger 

Allam TV-14

It's 1969, and things have taken a darker turn for the old Cowley team. With the gang now 

scattered across Oxfordshire, it takes a series of brutal crimes to reunite them. Now joined 

by former adversary DCI Ronnie Box and his sidekick DS Alan Jago, the gang must battle 

crime and corruption to finally solve their greatest challenge.

DVD GRANTC 

SEASON 4 Grantchester.

James Norton, 

Robson Green TV-14

It's 1956. Sidney Chambers is feeling adrift, until American civil rights activist Violet Todd 

arrives and fires up his need for social justice. Soon there's a new Vicar of Grantchester, 

firebrand Will Davenport. Idealistic and energetic, Will embraces the change sweeping the 

nation and wants to make the parish his own.

DVD KEEPIN SEASON 

1 Keeping Faith  

Eve Myles, Mark 

Lewis Jones

Filmed back-to-back in Welsh and English, the series tells the story of lawyer, wife, and 

mother, Faith as she fights to find the truth behind the sudden disappearance of her 

husband, Evan. She comes to discover that her beautiful, idyllic coastal hometown harbors 

many dark secrets that threaten the lives of Faith and her family.

DVD MURDOC 

SEASON 12 Murdoch mysteries.

Helene Joy, Jonny 

Harris TV-PG

Detective Murdoch and his team tackle cases involving a seemingly invisible man, the 

political killing of a French diplomat, a possible alien invasion, and one of their own 

suspected of murder. Along the way, they encounter the greatest minds of the time, 

including architect Frank Lloyd Wright, entrepreneur Elizabeth Arden, and inventor Nikola 

Tesla.

British TV Series
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DVD AMERIC 

SEASON 1,2 The Americans.

Keri Russell, 

Matthew Rhys

Phillip and Elizabeth Jennings seem to be a typical suburban couple, but they're actually 

lethal KGB agents plotting to bring down America. As the Cold War escalates, Philip and 

Elizabeth must take extreme measures to continue their mission to keep their true identities 

hidden.

DVD JAMEST 

SEASON 3 Jamestown.

Ben Batt, Kalani 

Queypo

1619. The British colony of Jamestown, Virginia, is shaken up when the first women in twelve 

years land in this breathtaking wilderness. While love triangles, bitter rivalries, and fierce 

competition cause conflict for the residents and the native inhabitants, the Pamunkey, they 

are bound together by their resolute will to survive and thrive in their new lives.

DVD ORANGE 

SEASON 6

Orange is the new 

black.

Taylor Schilling, 

Natasha Lyonne TV-MA

Picking up one week after the emergency response team stormed Litchfield Penitentiary, the 

ladies of Litch have been torn apart as they enter a new facility. Now newbies starting at the 

bottom, they must navigate new rules and power dynamics while getting hazed by inmates 

and tortured by guards.

DVD PATRIC Patrick Melrose  

Benedict 

Cumberbatch, 

Jennifer Jason Leigh

Chronicling the hilarious highs and devastating lows of his tumultuous life, this blackly 

humorous drama follows Patrick from his childhood trauma at the hands of an abusive father 

and neglectful mother, to the peak of his heroin addiction, and his attempts to stay sober 

and support his family.

DVD ABOUT About last night  

Rob Lowe, Demi 

Moore R

After drinks at a favorite Chicago hang-out, Danny Martin and Debbie Sullivan head to 

Danny's place to indulge in the single's quest--the one-night-stand. Danny and Debbie wind 

up living together and amidst the daily drudge of domestic life, they begin to realize that 

making love is easy, saying  I love you  more difficult, and being in love the hardest of all.

DVD BABEL Babel  

Brad Pitt, Cate 

Blanchett R

It's about a gun. It's about communication - or the lack of it - both intercultural and 

intracultural. Raises issues like terrorism and immigration, and is as basic as husbands talking 

to their wives and parents understanding their children.

DVD BAD HOLIDAY A bad moms Christmas  

Mila Kunis, Kristen 

Bell R

Follows three under appreciated and over burdened women as they rebel against the 

challenges and expectations of the Super Bowl for moms: Christmas. If creating a more 

perfect holiday for their families wasn't hard enough, they have to do all of that while 

hosting and entertaining their own mothers.

American TV Series

Feature films 
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DVD BASIC Basic instinct  

Michael Douglas, 

Sharon Stone R

A woman becomes a prime suspect when her boyfriend is brutally murdered, a crime she 

had described in her latest novel. The detective investigating the murder soon becomes 

embroiled in the case that could cost him his life.

DVD BENHUR Ben-Hur :

Charlton Heston, 

Jack Hawkins

A peace-loving prince of Judea leads his nation against the wrath of the conquering Romans. 

His self-imposed destiny brings tragedy to himself, and his people, as he learns to fight, love, 

hate and, finally, forgive.

DVD BIT A bit of a do.

David Jason, David 

Thewlis

Follows the working-class Simcocks and middle-class Rodenhursts through their 

excruciatingly awkward but uproariously funny interactions at a variety of family functions.

DVD BOSS The boss  

Melissa McCarthy, 

Kristen Bell R

Michelle Darnell a titan of industry is sent to prison after she's caught for insider trading. 

When she emerges ready to rebrand herself as America's latest sweetheart, not everyone 

she screwed over is so quick to forgive and forget.

DVD DARKES The darkest hour  

Emile Hirsch, Olivia 

Thirlby PG-13

Five young people are stranded in Moscow, fighting to survive in the wake of a devastating 

alien attack.

DVD DOGS A dog's journey  

Marg Helgenberger, 

Betty Gilpin PG

Beloved dog Bailey is given an instruction by his boy Ethan -- no longer a boy -- to protect 

Ethan's granddaughter CJ at any cost. Again, Bailey takes this command to heart, through 

several lives, always finding his way home no matter what.

DVD FIRST First blood  

Sylvester Stallone, 

Richard Crenna R

A mentally unstable Vietnam vet has a one-man war with the police force of a small town 

after they abuse him. Includes a never-before-seen alternate suicide ending, deleted scenes 

and commentary with Sylvester Stallone.

DVD FLICKA Flicka  

Tim McGraw, Maria 

Bello PG

Katy dreams of filling her father's shoes by taking over their ranch, while her father wants 

better for her. When she finds and tries to tame a wild horse, she learns how alike she and 

this stallion truly are.

DVD FROZEN The frozen ground  

Nicolas Cage, John 

Cusack R

Inspired by the true story that follows Alaskan State Trooper Jack Halcombe, as he sets out 

to end the murderous rampage of Robert Hansen, a serial killer who has gone unnoticed for 

thirteen years. Risking his life, Halcombe goes on a personal manhunt to find the killer before 

the next body surfaces.

DVD GLADIA Gladiator  

Russell Crowe, 

Joaquin Phoenix R

A Roman general refuses to transfer his loyalty to the new Emperor, Commodus. He 

becomes a slave and then a gladiator, fighting in the Roman Colosseum in defiance of the 

Emperor.

DVD GREY The grey  

Liam Neeson, 

Dermot Mulroney R

After their plane crashes in Alaska, seven oil workers are led by a skilled huntsman to 

survival, but a pack of merciless wolves haunts their every step.
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DVD HANNIB Hannibal  

Anthony Hopkins, 

Julianne Moore R

After escaping from the asylum in Baltimore, Dr. Hannibal Lecter, moves to Florence, Italy 

where he has become one of the curators of the Palazzo Vecchio. His cover is broken when a 

cop, for money, turns Dr. Lecter over to his old patient, Mason Verger. FBI agent Clarice 

Starling finds out about Mason's evil plot to feed Dr. Lecter to a bunch of man-eating hogs 

and will do anything to make sure that Mason doesn't succeed.

DVD HAPPEN The happening  

Mark Wahlberg, 

Zooey Deschanel R

An unstoppable event threatens the world's population by attacking the most basic human 

instinct of all: survival. Elliot Moore is an ordinary man who is trying to save his family from a 

terrifying, invisible killer. As Elliot discovers the incredible possibility of what is happening, it 

becomes very clear that no one is safe.

DVD HURRIC The hurricane heist  

Toby Kebbell, 

Maggie Grace PG-13

As a massive hurricane builds, criminals infiltrate a U.S. Mint facility. Their plan: to steal $600 

million and escape using a Category Five hurricane as cover. But a treasury agent and a storm 

chaser have a plan of their own, desperately racing against time, and the hurricane, to save 

the hostages and stop the thieves before their town is reduced to rubble.

DVD IN In the line of fire  

Clint Eastwood, 

John Malkovich R

Frank Horrigan, a veteran Secret Service agent haunted by his failure to protect JFK from 

assassination gets a chance to redeem himself when a brilliant psychopath threatens to kill 

the current president and take Horrigan with him.

DVD IRMA Irma la Douce  

Jack Lemmon, 

Shirley MacLaine. Comedy about a young Parisian policeman and his romance with a prostitute.

DVD JONAH Jonah  

Jeff Bender, writer 

Wally Calederon, 

director

Get ready for Sight & Sound Theatres' most extreme, fun-filled adventure yet! This record-

breaking production of the reluctant prophet with cold feet has thrilled audiences with its 

delightful humor, soul-stirring music, spectacular sets, amazing costumes and the 

breathtaking underwater scene featuring a huge 40-foot whale!

DVD KINGDO The Kingdom  

Jamie Foxx, Chris 

Cooper R

A terrorist bomb detonates inside a Western housing compound in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. FBI 

Special Agent Ronald Fleury quickly assembles an elite team and negotiates a secret five-day 

trip into Saudi Arabia to locate the madman behind the bombing.  Luckily, the agents find a 

partner in Saudi Colonel Al-Ghazi, who helps them navigate royal politics and helps unlock 

the secrets of the crime scene and the workings of an extremist cell bent on further 

destruction.
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DVD LEGO 2 The LEGO movie 2.

Chris Pratt, 

Elizabeth Banks PG

It's been five years since everything was awesome and the citizens are facing a huge new 

threat: Lego Duplo invaders from outer space, wrecking everything faster than they can 

rebuild.

DVD LIMITL Limitless  

Bradley Cooper, 

Abbie Cornish PG-13

Eddie Morra, a burnt-out writer, discovers a top-secret pill that unlocks 100% of his brain's 

capacity. He instantly acquires mind-bending talents and mesmerizing visions that bring him 

big money, beautiful women, and limitless success. But his dream life soon becomes a 

waking nightmare, as the drug's brutal side effects take their toll and Eddie finds himself 

entangled with a cunning Wall Street power broker  who wants everything Eddie has, and 

more.

DVD MACHET Machete  

Danny Trejo, Jessica 

Alba R

Set up, double-crossed and left for dead, Machete is an ass-kicking ex-Federale who lays 

waste to anything that gets in his path. As he takes on hitmen, vigilantes and a ruthless drug 

cartel, bullets fly, blades clash and the body count rises. Any way you slice it, vengeance has 

a new name: Machete. Based on the fake trailer Rodriguez made for inclusion in the movie 

Grindhouse.

DVD ODD Odd Thomas  

Anton Yelchin, 

Addison Timlin

Odd Thomas is an ordinary guy with a paranormal secret: he sees dead people. When a 

stranger shows up with an entourage of ghostly predators, Odd must fight in an epic battle 

of good vs evil.

DVD ON On the basis of sex  

Felicity Jones, Armie 

Hammer PG-13

Inspired by the powerful true story of a young Ruth Bader Ginsburg, On the Basis of Sex 

depicts a then-struggling attorney and new mother facing adversity in her fight for equal 

rights. When Ruth takes on a ground-breaking case, she knows the outcome could alter the 

courts' view of gender discrimination. 

DVD POMS Poms  

Diane Keaton, Jacki 

Weaver PG-13

It is an uplifting comedy about Martha, a woman who moves into a retirement community 

and starts a cheerleading squad with her fellow residents, Sheryl, Olive, and Alice, proving 

that it's never too late to follow their dreams.

DVD ROCKET Rocketman  

Taron Egerton, 

Jamie Bell R

An epic musical fantasy about the uncensored human story of Sir Elton John's breakthrough 

years.

DVD ROSE

Stephen King's Rose 

Red  

Nancy Travis, Matt 

Keeslar PG-13

The chilling tale of Dr. Joyce Reardon, an obsessed psychology professor who commissions a 

team of psychics and a gifted 15-year-old autistic girl, Annie, to literally wake up a 

supposedly dormant haunted mansion-- Rose Red. Their efforts unleash myriad spirits and 

uncover horrifying secrets of the generations who have lived and died there.
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DVD SAFE Safe house  

Denzel Washington, 

Ryan Reynolds R

Tobin Frost, one of the CIA's most dangerous traitors, resurfaces in South Africa after eluding 

capture for almost a decade. During his interrogation, the safe house he's being held in is 

attacked by brutal mercenaries, forcing rookie agent Matt Weston to take the infamous 

Frost on the run. As the masterful manipulator toys with his reluctant protege, shaking the 

young operative's morality and idealism, the unlikely allies must fight to stay alive long 

enough to uncover who wants them dead.

DVD SERPIC Serpico  

Al Pacino, John 

Randolph R

Adaptation of a true story where a young New York police officer refuses to extort money 

from criminals as the other officers do. His fellow police officers turn against him when he 

seeks to expose the situation during a grand jury investigation.

DVD SEVEN Seven psychopaths  

Colin Farrell, Sam 

Rockwell R

Marty is a struggling screenwriter who wants nothing more than to finish his script. Instead, 

he becomes entangled with the Los Angeles gangster underworld when his odd, but well-

meaning friends kidnap a volatile gangster's shih tzu. The ordeal gives Marty all the 

inspiration he needs  now, he must live long enough to finish his story.

DVD SILVER

Stephen King's silver 

bullet  

Gary Busey, Everett 

McGill

A 13-year-old boy is the only person in town who has the courage to find whatever is killing 

off his townsfolk.

DVD SYBIL Sybil  

Brad Davis, Joanne 

Woodward

A landmark, classic drama depicting the extraordinary real life of a young woman suffering 

from multiple personality disorder. Includes the full 3-hour broadcast version, along with 

over an hour of new exclusive special features.

DVD 630 BIG The biggest little farm  

John Chester, Molly 

Chester. PG

The Biggest Little Farm chronicles the eight-year quest of John and Molly Chester as they 

trade city living for 200 acres of barren farmland and a dream to harvest in harmony with 

nature. The Chesters unlock and uncover a biodiverse design for living that exists far beyond 

their farm, its seasons, and our wildest imagination.

DVD 712 GAR Gardens of the world :

Host, Audrey 

Hepburn   narrated 

by Michael York 

The complete series of Gardens of the world with Audrey Hepburn is presented on disc 1 and 

disc 2, and disc 3 honours  Audrey Hepburn's deeply life affirming vision for gardens.

Non-fiction DVD
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DVD 782.42164 PAU

Paul Simon and friends 

:

Paul Simon, Bob 

Costas, Lyle Lovett

 In May of 2007 the Library of Congress gathered an unprecedented group of musicians 

together in Washington, D., to honor Paul Simon as the first recipient of the Gershwin Prize 

for Popular Song. --Container.

DVD B ELIZAB II 

GTBRIT ELIZAB Elizabeth at 90  

Prince Charles, Sir 

Winston Churchill, 

Princess Alexandra.

A unique celebration of the Queen's ninety years. Filmmaker John Bridcut was granted 

special access to Her Majesty's personal films, shot by the Duke of Edinburgh and the Queen 

herself, much of it has never been seen publicly before.
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